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This thesis focuses on Nīshāpūr buff ware, one of the twelve types of Nishapur
pottery (9th-10th century A.D.) excavated from the Nīshāpūr site from 1937-1940 and
first identified and analyzed by Charles K. Wilkinson. Nīshāpūr buff ware features
enigmatic images of birds, quadrupeds, and humans rendered in a unique combination of
yellow, green, black, and sometimes red colors. While these vessels in museum
collections, auction catalogues, and scholarly publications feature a variety of images and
are plentiful, almost the entire corpus of these materials has no provenance and is heavily
restored, consequently creating a challenge in extrapolating information.
This thesis hopes to offer new insight into the history of the collection and postexcavation of Nīshāpūr figural buff ware in museums around the world through a
comparative study of quantity, quality, and aesthetics that has great potential to heighten
our understanding of the production of ceramics in that era. Furthermore, juxtaposing
provenanced and unprovenanced Nīshāpūr figural buff ware could reveal issues
concerning authenticity, such as the issues of fakes and forgeries as well as the role of
heavy restoration in scholarly interpretation.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Among the remarkable artefacts of the Early Medieval Islamic Period (800–1250
CE), Nīshāpūr pottery from Iran is considered unique in its design technique and visual
representations of animals and humans. Nīshāpūr pottery encompasses a number of
different stylistic representations and manufacturing techniques, including an early
instance of multicolored glaze technology.1 Charles Wilkinson, the excavator of the site
in 1935, categorized Nīshāpūr ware into 12 distinct types.2 Buff ware ceramics consist of
lavishly decorated tableware; mainly bowls but also some plates and closed vessels can
be seen among the assemblage. They have a particular color scheme of green, yellow,
dark brown, and occasionally red glaze. Buff ware pottery decorations include animate
and inanimate imagery. In comparison to the figural monochrome lusterware from Iraq,
which is contemporaneous with the Nīshāpūr pottery, it differs drastically in the style of
representing animals and humans and in its production techniques. Colored Nīshāpūr buff
ware displays a style of representation that illustrates continuity with past cultural
traditions.
Comparatively few art historical studies have focused on Nīshāpūr figural buff
ware pottery, though it is the most abundant type of Nīshāpūr ceramic.3 An examination
of the motifs, composition, and coloring of this type has the potential to reveal
1

Oya Pancaroğlu, “Feasts of Nishapur: Cultural Resonances of Tenth-Century Ceramic
Production in Khurasan,” in In Harmony: The Norma Jean Calderwood Collection of Islamic Art,
ed. Mary McWilliams (Cambridge: Harvard Art Museums, 2013), 25–35.
2
Charles Wilkinson Kyrle, Nishapur: Pottery of the Early Islamic Period (New York:
Metropolitan Museum of Art; Distributed by New York Graphic Society, Greenwich, 1973).
3
Richard W. Bulliet, “Pottery Styles and Social Status in Medieval Khurasan,” in Archaeology,
Annales, and Ethnohistory, ed. Arthur Knapp Bernard (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1992), 80.

2
information about trading, as these objects seemed to be produced and used only locally.
Moreover, further investigation of the quality, quantity, and frequency of representations
can provide additional insight into the dynamics of local production of these ceramics
and their distinctive designs. Few art historians have taken a broader approach in
analyzing these aspects of the ceramics; most scholars focus on the analysis and
interpretation of the iconographical themes and motifs of Nīshāpūr buff ware ceramics,
leaving out the question of authenticity. Sadly, the vast majority of these pieces are
unprovenanced, a result of commercial or clandestine excavation. Many Nīshāpūr
ceramic sherds have been found to have been recently reconstructed in hidden workshops
as bowls, plates, and vessels; the manner in which these Nīshāpūr ceramics are put
together often belies their true and original form.
Wilkinson’s 1935–47 excavation of Nīshāpūr was problematic in terms of
archaeological method. Procedures used in the first excavation, sponsored by the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, pose a challenge in fully understanding the stratigraphy of
the site today; the finds were not meticulously catalogued, and stratigraphic layers were
not recorded properly in the standard of today’s archaeology. Hence, the chronology of
the site is unclear.4 Between 1935 and 1950, six seasons of excavation yielded fragments
of plastered walls along with glassware, metalwork, and ceramics. The finds of 1935–47
were divided between the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Iranian National
Museum. I surveyed and diligently located almost 300 objects of this type, sherds and
vessels, held in different museums and collections around the world, as well as others in
private collections and as published within collection and auction catalogues. Most of this
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Wilkinson, Nishapur: Pottery of the Early Islamic Period.
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material is unprovenanced, with less than 10 percent deriving from the excavated site,5
and provenanced pieces are in the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the Museum of
Ancient Iran (Iran Bastan) in Tehran.
Almost 60 years have passed since the initial Nīshāpūr excavations, and inquiries
about the condition and authenticity of the unprovenanced polychrome ceramics are
scarce. Fakes and forgeries are an outstanding concern in Islamic ceramics and Iranian
antiques; these issues are well grounded in the scholarly works of Oliver Watson and
Oscar White Muscarella.6 Following in the footsteps of these scholars, my thesis
specifically focuses on the issues concerning Nīshāpūr buff ware fakes and forgeries
among Nīshāpūr ceramics.
Analysis and discussion of approximately 300 ceramic sherds in a short thesis is a
major task. Even though I cross-examined the 300 ceramics for their diverse range of
stylistic and visual representations, I have restricted my observation on the issues of
restoration to fewer than 70 pieces in 20 American museums, which I visited in 2016
(listed alphabetically): the Asian Art Museum of San Francisco; Baltimore Museum of
Art; Brooklyn Museum; Carnegie Museum of Art; Harvard Art Museums; Los Angeles
County Museum of Art; Metropolitan Museum of Art (MET); Museum of Fine Arts,
Boston; Nelson-Atkins Museum of Art; Newark Museum; Saint Louis Art Museum;
Seattle Art Museum; University of Iowa Museum of Art; and Yale University Art
Gallery. I also visited museums in Iran, including the Abgineh Museum, National

5

Based on my own observations.
Oscar Muscarella White, “Introduction and Polemic: The Forgery Culture,” introduction to The
Lie Became Great: The Forgery of Ancient Near Eastern Cultures (Groningen: Styx Publications,
2000); Oliver Watson, “Authentic Forgeries?,” in Creating Authenticity: Authentication
Processes in Ethnographic Museums, eds. Alexander Geurds and Laura Broekhoven N. K. Van
(Leiden: Sidestone Press, 2013).
6
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Museum in Tehran, Reza Abbasi Museum, and Great Khorasan Museum. Regrettably, I
was unable to visit the collections at the Cleveland Museum of Art, Dallas Museum of
Art, Denver Art Museum, Detroit Institute of Arts Museum, Eskenazi Art Museum, and
Smithsonian Freer and Sackler Galleries due to time conflicts and budget restrictions,
although the museum staff kindly provided ample information for this project.
This thesis aims to shed light on the issue of authenticity, fakes, and forgeries
regarding Nīshāpūr buff ware, which has not been discussed in art historical scholarship.
To understand these issues, Chapter 2 begins the study of Nīshāpūr ceramics with a focus
on the context of the 1935 excavations and contextualizing the site both historically and
geographically. Additionally, this chapter contextualizes Nīshāpūr buff ware within the
other Islamic ceramic assemblages of the adjacent region and era. A comparative visual
analysis of provenanced and unprovenanced material, focusing on the quality of the glaze
and style of representing figures, will be discussed in Chapter 3. Classifying and
identifying painted motifs and compositions in the provenanced Nīshāpūr buff ware
material is the first avenue of inquiry in looking at fakes and forgeries. Chapter 3
attempts to contextualize Nīshāpūr buff ware in terms of its relationship with its society
and possible interpretation of its diverse figural images. The juxtaposition of the figural
images in the excavated material from the MET and National Museum in Tehran with the
unprovenanced Nīshāpūr buff ware ceramics in other museums and private collections
initiates a discussion about possible fakes and forgeries among these objects. My
observation of differences in the manner of painting style and techniques are based not
only on visual iconographical comparison but also on scholarly and conservation reports
concerning Nīshāpūr ceramics as well as museum records. I also utilized minor tools such

5
as UV lighting to better understand the configuration of the original pieces located at the
MET and Iran Bastan Museum, which can be then applied to other pieces.
Chapter 4 discusses the restoration practices of Nīshāpūr buff ware ceramics that I
observed in the U.S. museum collections. Different manners of restoration raise the
question of authenticity regarding many pieces of Nīshāpūr buff ware. This chapter calls
into question what can be called authentic. To understand the reasons for these
alterations, a section of this chapter focuses on the post-excavation history of Nīshāpūr
buff ware. Interestingly, conclusions about the rise of Nīshāpūr buff ware collecting can
be drawn from the study of acquisition dates, art market trends, and dealers. I submit that
the pattern of Nīshāpūr buff ware collecting corresponds directly with the political and
economic circumstances of the time.
This thesis aims to focus and direct attention to the issues of authenticity, fakes,
and forgeries in regard to Nīshāpūr buff ware. The vast sample of unprovenanced
Nīshāpūr buff ware from museums, private collections, and art auctions remains an
untackled problem. To reject any interpretation of the unprovenanced buff ware is to
ignore and censor potentially vital information, and including them in scholarly research
that is void of any misrepresentation requires extensive work on the condition of each
ceramic.
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Chapter 2: Nīshāpūr Buff Ware

2.1 WHAT IS BUFF WARE?
Nīshāpūr buff ware, the primary subject of this thesis, is posited to be a locally
made ceramic, mostly in the form of bowls, that has yet to be found in large quantities at
other sites excavated in Iran and the adjacent regions.7 Rocco Rante, one of the
excavators for the Irano-French mission (2004-2007) who has studied other sites in the
Khorasan region, concurs with the assessment that this type of ceramic is locally
produced, referring to them as “their own specie.”8 As noted in Chapters 1 and 2, these
ceramics display a distinct color palette of green, yellow, black, and brown hues. Red is
also incorporated in some examples. Nīshāpūr buff ware exhibits floral, animal, and
human imagery, although the motifs are primarily divided between human and animal
figures—termed “animate design”—and vegetal images, which are referred to as
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“inanimate design.”9 The “buff ware” name derives from the fabric of the ceramic, which
is a creamy nude color. Many scholars have criticized this name, which was coined by
Charles Wilkinson and has been affixed to these objects since their original excavation in
1935-1947, because it does not describe the actual technical properties of the ceramics.
Géza Fehérvári, a well-known scholar of Islamic art, argues that a term used to designate
a class of ceramics should be based on its typical iconography, production techniques,
and style of representation. Fehérvári further argues that, because the type and style of
decorations associated with “buff ware” appear in ceramics that possess both red and buff
fabric, the term “buff” is not appropriate. For example, a bowl and a fragment from a
base of a bowl found in the MET excavations has a red fabric and yet displays similar
imagery to examples with buff fabric (Figures 1 and 2). Fehervari suggests that the term
“Nīshāpūr Polychrome ware” should be used.10 This term has been adopted by many
Iranian scholars and translated as rangārang;11 however, it could be argued that even the
term rangārang is problematic, as it does not distinguish the style of Nīshāpūr buff ware
from other multicolored wares from Nīshāpūr, such as splash ware. Opting for a dynastic
designation such as “Samanid ware” is also inadequate, as it does not account for the
distinctive, observable characteristics of these wares. For the purposes of this thesis, the
term “buff ware” will be used with the understanding that some ceramics analyzed for
this project might not in fact have a buff color.

2.2 THE HISTORY OF NĪSHĀPŪR
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8
The ancient city of Nīshāpūr is located outside the modern-day city of the same
name in Northwestern Iran (Figure 3). The ancient site was founded in the Sasanian era
by either Shāpūr I (241–272 C.E.) or Shāpūr II (309–379 C.E.), but because of the
inconsistency of historical sources, the exact date is not known.12 Over time, the site was
either enlarged in some periods or displaced to a nearby site; therefore, the boundary
designated by the Cultural Ministry of Iran includes a vast area. Geographically, the site
is located west of the Binālud mountain range, from which permanent and seasonal rivers
flow. Accessibility to water was possible only through the irrigation of rivers and the
construction of qanats.13 The site belongs to the geographic area of Khorasan, which had
two district territories—inner and outer Khorasan—delineated by the mountains nearby.
Cities such as Nīshāpūr and Tus were located west of these barriers and within the inner
territory, whereas Marv and Nisa were positioned to the east in the outer district.14 The
region of Khorasan was one of the four Sasanian realms; Khorasan was considered a
Parthian territory.15 Nīshāpūr was the center of the province of Abaršahr, and its name is
inscribed on Sasanian coins. The city served as a principal mercantile and administrative
center for Khorasan16 and boasted a prime location on a major trade route called the
Khorasan Highway.17
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The political landscape of Khorasan in the Sasanian period (224-651 C.E.), prior
to the arrival of Arabs, included a group of landowners, dehqān, who ranked high in the
social-economic strata. The name designates a class of lesser nobility that served as
representatives of the government among the local people. The dehqān comprised a
group of local families whose prestige and power derived from landownership, trade, or
religious position; by intermarrying, their power was maintained hereditarily. One of
their primary responsibilities was collecting taxes and managing local affairs. The
dehqān, along with princes, were even received at the king’s court during festivals in the
Late Sasanian period.18
There is considerable scholarly debate and speculation about the dehqān’s true
nature with respect to political involvement and social status after the Arab conquest.
Even the term dehqān for this class of people in the early Islamic period is debated, as it
does not clearly define the group’s social position or fully express the social
entanglement of this group. Jürgen Paul, Islamic scholar and historian, traces the term
dehqān and the group’s loss of prestige of this class over time.19 Historian Richard
Bulliet prefers to describe the group using the term “patricians.”20 Regardless of the term
used, both scholars agree that, after the arrival of Islam in the seventh century, the
dehqān’s function in society seems to have changed slightly even as they maintained
their prestige; their professional status—and consequent social responsibilities and
political power—changed from landowner to merchant, facilitating military oversight for
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local rulers.21 These local and initially non-Muslim communities were mediators between
governors and local communities, all the while maintaining their noble status. Because of
the limited written material from this period, much remains under investigation in regard
to other factions of society.22
Despite the dehqān’s arguably stable influence, the region was in political flux
from the late sixth century until the Arab conquest because of a power struggle in the
Khorasan region. Nīshāpūr was captured by the Arab army around 651 C.E. A princely
family under Sasanian rule, the Ispahbadhān, who were in charge of territories in Tus and
part of Nīshāpūr, made a treaty with the Arabs in return for maintaining their power in
the region. Subsequently, opposition and disputes over the governance of Khorasan and
against the Arabs gave rise to several unsuccessful uprisings. This chaotic setting and
negative attitude toward the Arabs provided the basis for the Abbasid revolution.23
Gradually, some appointed governors, such as the Taherid, gained a measure of
independence under the Abbasid reign. During the ninth and tenth centuries, Nīshāpūr
thrived and grew. It became the capital of the Taherid dynasty (821–873 C.E.) and then
the Saffārids dynasty (861–1003 C.E.).24 The population grew, along with extensive
trading and production of material, such as metalwork, textiles, and pottery, and the city
flourished until the Mongol invasions of the 13th century.25
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2.3 THE SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF BUFF WARE
Among the varied examples of Nīshāpūr ware, two types stand out as visually
opposed to one another. The black-on-white ware displays austere decorations, with only
dark-brown Kufic script slip-painted around the edge of the bowl against a white
background. Nīshāpūr buff ware exhibits an array of colorful combinations of images and
color, sometimes with a pseudo-epigraphic inscription or no inscription at all. Bulliet
correlates this stark contrast between the wares in terms of different social groups: the
earliest converts to Islam favored the Kufic script ware, while later converts preferred the
illustrated buff wares that resumed Persian visual motifs.26 Numerous scholars have
attempted to research and interpret these wares in terms of their social and economic
value. In particular, many scholars concur that the motifs and symbols used in Nīshāpūr
buff ware ceramics are part of a long-standing tradition that dates back to the Sasanian
and previous eras.27 A recent art historical investigation conducted by Sheila Samavaki
traces the history of Nīshāpūr buff ware images while explaining and analyzing the
iconographic images on these ceramics in great detail. The investigation concludes that a
relationship exists between the images drawn and the traditions and culture of the area,
which in turn relate to Central Asian and Sasanian traditions.28 Johanna Zick-Nissen, in
contrast, equates the iconography of buff ware with zodiac signs and constellations.29
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Clearly, the images on the Nīshāpūr buff ware convey a specific set of societal
predilections. Owing to the limited amount of contextual evidence from this period, these
wares stand as evidence of the historical and cultural background of Nīshāpūr during the
ninth and eleventh centuries C.E.
When Islam arrived in the region among the manifold social classes and
heterogeneous religious affiliations of the antecedent Sasanian realms, it did not demolish
the previous traditions and culture, but it may have altered them. Conversion to Islam was
not a hasty and unwilling act but rather a gradual assimilation into the new religion that
retained the extant cultural background.30 The figural images on Nīshāpūr buff ware
ceramics correspond strikingly with their social and cultural context; the ninth and tenth
centuries C.E. were a time of growing prosperity and independence for regional dynasties
such as the Taherids, Buyids, Samanids, and many more, which were thriving and
becoming gradually more politically autonomous during the later Abbasid period.31
These local dynasties strove to construct a regional ancestral connection by establishing a
bloodline tracing back to Old Persian dynasties such as the Sasanians or Parthians. For
example, the Taherids sought a connection with Rustam,32 while the Buyids traced their
lineage to Bahrām Gūr and attached the title of Shāhanshāh to their names.33 Similarly,
the Samanids were landed aristocrats from the area of Balkh who declared familial ties to
Bahram Chubin.34 Of noble descent, Bahram Chubin’s family tree extended to one of the
30
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seven great Parthian houses of the Sasanian period.35 However, none of the other
dynasties secured public acknowledgement from the caliph to be a vessel and was the
first Iranian dynasty to gain autonomy from the Abbasid Caliphate.36
Persian remained the lingua franca in Eastern Iran,37 and it was promoted through
the patronage of the Samanid dynasty. Many historical, philosophical, and poetic texts
were translated from Arabic to Persian,38 “lay[ing] the foundation for modern Persian
literature.”39 The Arabic script was adopted and conformed to the Persian language.
Many scholars have designated this period “the Persian Revival” or “the Persian
Renaissance,” wherein Rudaki sang his odes in Persian, and Balami translated history and
recorded local Persian legends and Zoroastrian beliefs.40 During the mid-10th century in
Eastern Iran—especially in Tūs and Nīshāpūr—various individuals assembled
compilations of legends and fables in the course of attempting to establish genealogical
connections with the Persian past.41 These various texts resulted in two 10th-century Šāhnāma books—Šāh-nāma-i Abu Mansuri and Šāh-nāma-i Ferdowsi—which told the
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stories of mythical Persian kings.42 Ferdowsi, the author of Book of Kings, acknowledges
in his prologue that he has incorporated many previous texts into his edition. From
Pourshariati’s agreement, it is evident that heritage and lineage rivalries were very
fashionable, perhaps not just in the upper echelons of society (at court and among the
dynastic rulers themselves) but also among lower societal strata. The dehqān, which
Ferdowsi himself was a part of,43 would also have been entangled in the widespread
fascination with ties to Persian ancestry.
The importance of the Šāh-nāma texts resides in what they contain and represent.
They consist of multiple epics, recounted as historical fiction. Based on the formation of
the prose and its themes, some scholars have concluded that the stories that comprise the
Šāh-nāma texts were derived from both oral narratives and earlier written texts.44 The
relevant region of Khorasan has been shown to exhibit “unbroken oral continuity.”45 The
background of these national epics and legends can be traced to Indo-Iranian, Parthian,
Achaemenid, and Sasanian origins.46 It can even be argued, as Pourshariati suggests, that
these folk tales and epics reflect historical times and events; thus, Šāh-nāma can be
viewed as a semi-historical text.47 Such an extensive collective history requires
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recollection of events and accumulation of those histories, and depends on an oral
tradition to pass the tales onward.
These Persian oral traditions include the notion of andarz—a Middle Persian and
New Persian term meaning counsel or advice—which dictates each person’s appropriate
code of conduct in society and teaches proper decorum.48 As an integral part of society,
these codes appear in the form of thematic motifs throughout the Šāh-nāma fables. The
concept of andarz remained present even after the conquest but was then transformed
into adab.49 Expressions of adab are prevalent in inscriptions on the black-on-white
Nīshāpūr ceramics (Figure 4). For instance, the inscription on one ceramic of this type
reads, “Preserve for yourself your modesty, for only modesty points out the action of a
noble man.”50 Adab provided specific directions for living a moral and respectable life.
This moral code outlined a series of rules for proper behavior, such as being soft-spoken,
wearing proper attire, and possessing qualities such as generosity and virtuousness. Most
people were not able to read Arabic in the eighth and ninth centuries CE,51 so it is
plausible that decorated ceramics provided the visual equivalent of a book of etiquette
while also indicating continuity in cultural values and traditions. Oya Pancaroğlu argues
that the black-on-white ceramics’ inscriptions and the visual imagery typical of buff ware
are connected by the consistent representations of the notion of adab that they share.52 I
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believe that the images on Nīshāpūr buff ware provided a visual reminder or tool for both
instruction and storytelling, and thus—as Pancaroğlu infers with regard to the black-onwhite wares—these ceramics “function as a vessel for communicating codes of social and
personal conduct.”53 For instance, the representations of humans on Nīshāpūr buff ware
provide a glimpse of the manners and traditions of the society of the time. The human
motifs are more complex than the animal motifs, as the human figures are depicted
engaging in an array of activities such as horseback riding, playing music, and drinking.
In particular, horsemen on Nīshāpūr buff ware illustrate another visual expression of a
cultural ethos, as they tend to be associated with notions of Javānmardi.54 The ethical
system of Javānmardi, usually translated as “chivalry,” denotes principles such as
bravery, fairness, and altruism.55 Also included in these ceramics is the notion of bazm
(feasting). Melikian-Chirvani also associates wine drinking with feasting and banqueting,
both of which entail the proper etiquette for eating, drinking, and hosting.56 This notion
of bazm or feasting is also evident in the prose of the Nīshāpūr black-on-white wares.
Given the heightened emphasis on ancestral Persian connections during this
period, recounting such stories would have served to underscore those ties. While
stimulating people’s imaginations, the images and stories would also have provided
instruction on proper behavior. The images on Nīshāpūr buff ware bowls provide a
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perfect platform for storytelling. One of the key components of cultures with strong oral
traditions is the notion of oral transmission by means of performance or narration.57
Storytelling in Iran can be traced to pre-Islamic times, when it was performed
professionally in the courts of Parthian and Sasanian kings.58 There is textual
documentary evidence—as reflected, for example, in Bayhaqi’s 11th-century text Tārīkh-i
Masʿūdī—that even in the Islamic period, storytelling endured as a profession.59 Mary
Ellen Page concurs that “the telling of old Iranian stories continued orally at the same
time that their written form was being recast in a new form more consistent with the
literary tastes imported by the Arabs.”60
The colorful ceramics of Nīshāpūr were reconfigured to satisfy the local
population’s needs. The buff ware ceramics incorporate a decorative vocabulary that is
harmonious with themes and tropes drawn from epics that would have been familiar and
immediately obvious to the people and the storytellers of the time. This form of visually
aided storytelling was a common practice in later times; in fact, this type of oral
performance was conducted in the form of naqqali as recently as the 19th-century Qajar
dynasty. Thus, the specific visual themes displayed by Nīshāpūr buff ware pottery carried
both cultural and storytelling significance. The following sections will explore some of
these visual themes in greater detail. The prominence of Šāh-nāma-influenced illustration
on ceramics in the 11th and 12th centuries could not have emerged in isolation. While the
origins of Nīshāpūr buff ware images are unclear, these minai ware usually reflect a part
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of the Šāh-nāma in a way that is easily recognizable to a person well versed in the stories
of the Šāh-nāma, I concur that perhaps the Šāh-nāma in its naissance was not originally
codified or universally consistent in terms of its visualization.

Chapter 3: Nīshāpūr Buff Ware in Context

3.1 HISTORY OF NĪSHĀPŪR EXCAVATIONS
Travelers from the 19th and 20th centuries mentioned the city of Nīshāpūr in their
memoirs, as well as the ancient site.61 Not until 1935 did the first instances of a scientific
approach to the archaeological excavation of Nīshāpūr occur. Under the sponsorship of
New York City’s Metropolitan Museum of Art, Walter Hauser, Joseph Upton, and
Charles Wilkinson undertook the archaeological exploration of the site, which was
possible only with the recommendation and approval of the Ministry of Education of
Iran, Ali Foroughi.62 The investigation lasted six years until the Second World War began
and interrupted the process; the last MET field session in 1947 concluded the
excavations. The archaeological excavations explored four mounds on public land
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pertaining to the government of Iran. The excavation yielded fragments of many objects
and architectural features, such as pottery, glassware, and metalwork, as well as plastered
walls. An impressive array of ceramics with a variety of techniques and styles was
uncovered. Because of Iran’s 1930 antiquities law, all the excavation finds were divided
between the Metropolitan Museum of Art and the National Museum in Tehran in a
system known as partage. After Hauser’s death and Upton’s career change, Wilkinson
was left with the task of systematically publishing the artefactual finds. His detailed
catalogue, Nīshāpūr: Pottery of the Early Islamic Period, was published nearly 30 years
after the excavation.63 Wilkinson categorized the pottery into 12 types based on style and
technique, naming them buff ware, black on white, color splashes, polychrome, and
monochrome based on their style. The problem with Wilkinson’s findings was that the
artefacts’ locations within the site were not systemically recorded, the description of the
site stratigraphy is limited, and the chronology of the site, as well as that of the features
and artefacts within it, can only be roughly estimated.64 The Nīshāpūr site encompasses a
large area with multiple mounds, much of which was under cultivation at the time of the
excavations. Initially, 12 test pits were placed at Tepe Alp Arsalan and Tepe Ahangiran.65
Most of the excavation work focused primarily on two mounds, Tepe Madraseh and Tepe
Sabz Pushan. Other areas of the site were explored but not thoroughly investigated
(Figure 5). The question of contemporaneity in occupation, for instance, cannot be
concretely answered using Wilkinson’s reports. The buildings and foundations in Sabaz
Pushan and Qanat Tepe that once stood are known to us only through their respective
63
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archaeological documentations. Wilkinson proclaims that not all the materials discovered
at Nīshāpūr were published and that several objects were purchased from local people.66
The lack of proper documentation for the site finds creates another problem, as
distinguishing

between

the

purchased

and

undocumented

pieces

complicates

determination of the precise location of the objects.67
In 1966, historian Richard Bulliet undertook the task of reassessing the data based
on Wilkinson’s limited stratigraphic information and limited information on ceramic
distribution across the excavated sections of the Nīshāpūr site. He was able to
approximate the parameters of the site and estimate the chronology of it based on ceramic
distribution.68 Bulliet attributes the distinctive style of Nīshāpūr buff ware to the social
and political classes of Nīshāpūr in the ninth and tenth centuries and concluded that the
majority of the colored buff ware was found in the youngest section of Nīshāpūr, Tepe
Madraseh, which dates from the ninth to 12th centuries. The other prominent types of
ceramics, such as color splash and black and white ware, were found in the eastern and
oldest section of the archaeological site, Qanat Tepe. Bulliet’s hypotheses were proven
correct by subsequent excavations.
Iranian and French archaeology teams have conducted multiple excavations at
Nīshāpūr. In 1965, Iranian excavators Kāmbaḵš Fard and Māhāni investigated the area
for ceramic kilns and looters’ digging holes.69 In 1988, Mohammadeh Mosavi undertook
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minor surveys of the area of Nīshāpūr. From 1995 to 2002, extensive inquiries and
excavations were conducted by Labaf Khaniki, research deputy of the Cultural Heritage
of Khorasan. A recent collaborative project between Iranian and French expeditions,
which included ceramic analysis, was able to consolidate the stratigraphic sequences.70
Rante, Rocco, and Collinet, using thermoluminescence and archaeomagnetism analyses
on ceramics, were able to define three chronological periods on the site: period I (450–
150 BC), period II (405–785 C.E.), and period III. Period III is divided into two eras: IIIa
(from the latter half of the eighth century to the early 11th century C.E.) and IIIb (from
the early 11th century to 1165 C.E.).71

3.2

NĪSHĀPŪR IN THE CONTEXT OF OTHER ISLAMIC CERAMICS OF THE NINTH AND

TENTH CENTURY

Ceramic production has always been a matter of local knowledge, technique, and
cultural aesthetics. The design of ceramics, in general, reflects the aesthetic taste and
social and economic relations of the 9-11th century C.E.. To better understand Nīshāpūr
buff ware, it is useful to contextualize Nīshāpūr buff ware with other types of Islamic
ceramics that are both contemporaneous and from earlier ceramic traditions. Nīshāpūr
buff ware cannot be examined without understanding its temporal and cultural context.
The earliest Islamic ceramics of Iran strongly followed the established local ceramic
traditions. In the Parthian and Sasanian ceramic tradition, the use of alkaline glaze was
common with incised or pinched decoration (Figure 6); none of the Parthian and Sasanian
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sites have confirmed the use of lead glaze.72 As a result of the extensive geographical and
cultural range over which these ceramics were used and traded, variations in style and
design color are seen.73 However, in most excavated sites of the early Islamic period,
glazed ware ubiquitously comprises a small fraction of the ceramic finds.74 In most sites,
the wares are monochromatic, incorporating variations of blue, green, and occasionally
brown tones.75 This tradition of glazed ware was used until the Umayyad period (661–
750 C.E.) and gradually declined in popularity.76
The first and finest Islamic glazed ceramics were found in Iraq during the Abbasid
period (750–1258 C.E.), at the center of political power.77 Trade and exchange in the
region affected the nature of regional, local, and international ceramic production and
decoration. The Sasanian ceramics were exported through the Persian Gulf to other
regions.78 In contrast, during the Abbasid period, Chinese wares was increasingly
imported and incited local ceramic production in Samarra and Basra. Chinese white
porcelain and splash ware had a huge effect on the market and became a dominant
commodity.79 The market for Chinese porcelain and stoneware during the Abbasid period
indicates the local demand for visual variety and high quality, which opened up new
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ideas for local ceramic production.80 Because materials were expensive to import and
stoneware was inherently difficult to produce, the ceramic workshops of Iraq invented an
opaque white glaze. This was a development of great importance, as this glaze influenced
other ceramic types, such as the black-on-white epigraphic pottery of Khorasan (Figure
4). From this point onward to the ninth century, other decorative techniques with a varied
range of coloring, including monochromatic, dichromatic, and polychromatic, were
developed (Figures 7 and 8). Lusterware, originating in Iraq, owes its name to the
metallic sheen on the ware caused by silver, copper, or iron oxide particles in the glaze.
Lusterware includes all three chromatic ranges (monochromatic, dichromatic, and
polychromatic); however, the monochromatic lusterware assumed prominence and was
exported to Khorasan and as far as Sri Lanka.81
Just as the cities in the Mesopotamia and Southwest Iran regions were involved in
long-distance trading, so too were sites in Khorasan and Transoxiana such as Bukhara,
Nīshāpūr, Samarkand, and other sites. None of their unique ceramic productions has been
archeologically identified in the western side of Iran or Iraq.82 The ceramic assemblage of
Khorasan exhibits a regional style of ceramic production with various types of
polychrome and dichrome glaze and painted ware. Not fashionable in other regions, only
a handful of this Nīshāpūr buff ware has been seen in the east of Khorasan and none are
in extent in the west. The excavations at Al-Mansurah in 1996 yielded two Nīshāpūr buff
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ware-type bowls that are now housed in the Islamabad Museum in Pakistan: one is a
floral-decorated bowl, and the other bowl has an image of a horseman (Figure 9).83 In
recent Afghan-German archeological missions in Herat, a few buff ware bowls similar to
Nīshāpūr buff ware were published in a museum catalogue. These bowls, decorated with
animal and floral designs (Figures 10–13), were found in several archaeological sites, but
their exact find spots are unknown;84 some of these finds are in very poor condition with
bad and old restoration work. In Transoxiana, a comparable ceramic tradition can be
seen.85
The slip-painted and colorful ceramics from the eastern Iranian and Central Asian
lands not only display an array of different styles and coloration but also possess figural
motifs. A misconception about the lack of human imagery has dominated the field of
Islamic art from the early stages of Islamic art historiography;86 however, images of
humans and animals are evidenced in Islamic ceramic collections dated as early as the
ninth century. Monochromatic Abbasid lusterware, in particular, exhibits human and
animal images that might be a result of changed taste, possibly influenced by the ceramic
production of Khorasan or Central Asia.87 Although there are many types of early Islamic
polychrome ware with no particular imagery, such as splash ware, Nīshāpūr buff ware is
an exceptional ceramic type that includes both figural and polychromatic designs.
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Nīshāpūr buff ware has a rich repertoire of figural, animal, vegetal, and geometric
imagery, along with a particular coloring of green, brown, yellow, and occasionally red.
Closely resembling Nīshāpūr buff ware is the ‘Tokharistan ware’ from Turkmenistan,
which displays the same stylistic motifs with a different color scheme of purple, olive
green, orange, and grey (Figure 14).88 Watson attributes the provenance of a specific
example of polychrome ware (Figure 15) to Maimana in Afghanistan. Interestingly, an
unprovenanced bowl on display in the National Museum in Tehran illustrates a horseman
similar in style to that of other Nīshāpūr buff ware but with a color scheme resembling
that of Turkmenistan (Figure 16).
The general problem with Nīshāpūr ceramic typology is that many published
catalogues, surveys, and museum collections illustrate Islamic polychrome ware and
figural ceramics. Most of these sources do not have an exact record of their provenance,
as Nīshāpūr buff ware ceramics are now primarily bought on the art market or donated to
museums by collectors. This makes it difficult to fully assess the various types and
subtypes of Nīshāpūr ceramics of the ninth and tenth centuries based on visual
composition. Many types of figural or polychrome wares have not been comparatively
analyzed because of a lack of provenance and scientific investigation; vessels have been
hypothetically assigned sites because of similarity in style, but one can never be certain.
Sheila Samavaki, a scholar of Islamic art, has taken on this grand feat of analyzing the
different Nīshāpūr and contemporaneous ceramic types, through an art historical lens, to
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create subtypes and construct some chronology of this ceramic production.89 What
becomes clear in her discussion is that Nīshāpūr buff ware needs to be analyzed not only
in terms of its unique figural images in comparison to others but also in terms of its
polychrome features, which also need to be investigated. She concludes that this
Nīshāpūr buff ware dates to the ninth century and early 11th century.90 This date
attribution can and should be verified with further scientific testing of the ware and the
glaze. The following chapter provides a detailed discussion of the importance of
Nīshāpūr buff ware in understanding the society of Nīshāpūr.

3.3 ICONOGRAPHIC AND COMPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS OF ANIMATE IMAGES ON NĪSHĀPŪR
BUFF WARE

To derive an understanding of the different types and subtypes of Nīshāpūr buff
ware—and even of fakes and forgeries—from their iconography, visual analysis of
excavated Nīshāpūr buff ware ceramics is crucial, as many designs among the
unprovenanced ceramic material are not present in the excavated material.
3.3.1 ANIMAL IMAGERY ON NĪSHĀPŪR BUFF WARE
The depictions of animals on excavated examples of Nīshāpūr buff ware are either
organized in a clustered “kaleidoscope” format or positioned in arrangements of
primarily concentric groups (Figures 17, 18, and 19).91 In the case of bowls with figural
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representations, animals fill the background. Another variation on animal composition is
displayed by the unprovenanced material, which includes many instances wherein an
animal is represented in the form of a central image that occupies the entirety of the bowl.
Except for one bowl (Figure 20) in Wilkinson’s catalogue, this type of motif is absent
from the excavated material. Figure 20 depicts a bird in the cavetto with three bands of
pseudo-Kufic script, while in Figures 21, 22, and 23 and many others from different
museum collections, the bird occupies a larger area of the bowl, at times with a border
and other times without one.92
Depictions of lone-horse figures provide further examples of imagery of
individual animals on Nīshāpūr buff ware. This type of composition is not seen in the
excavated material, but such iconography is evidenced in unprovenanced material. An
example of this is a ceramic sherd that depicts a horse without a human rider but with a
creature on its back, which most probably formed part of a cluster or “kaleidoscope”
composition (Figure 24). Images of lone horses without riders typically appear in profile,
galloping and often facing left; the horse’s body tends to fill the entire plate or bowl. The
composition among the ceramics exhibits subtle differences. On Nīshāpūr buff ware,
horses are depicted in a wide variety of colors and patterns. The color chosen for the
horse often depends on the background: when the background is of a darker shade, the
horse is portrayed in a lighter color, and vice versa.93 Some equine figures are represented
with highly stylized accoutrements or jewelry on their bodies. On almost all ceramics
decorated with lone horses, another animal accompanies the horse: a bird (possibly a
peacock or pigeon), a chimera, or a cheetah sits on its back (see Table 1 for a summary of
92
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single-horse pieces).94 In the Sasanian period, falcons and cheetahs were trained for the
hunt,95 yet on buff wares, these animals are depicted sitting on the back of a riderless
horse.
The horse and its customary artistic representation form part of an important and
long-standing tradition in Persian culture. In the epics of Šāh-nāma, horses are wise
creatures and often an integral force in the fables, performing prominent and critical
narrative roles. Horses are named and attributed distinctive features based on their colors
and patterns and on their physical aptitudes. For example, A’blagh comes from the Old
Persian A’blak, meaning white and black. Abrāsh is a name meaning that white dots
contrast with the animal’s predominant color.96 The noble horse of Khosrow Parvēz was
called Shabdiz, which means “night-colored.”97 The name of Bīzhan and Siāvash’s horse,
Shabrang, also refers to the blackness of night. Horses are honored and celebrated for
their beauty, bravery, speed, and elegance. Avesta praises the horse as a majestic animal
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and demands that they be sacrificed to the deities. Adding more esteem to horses’ exalted
status is the deliberate attachment of the word “asp” or “asb,” meaning “horse” in
Persian, to a person’s name.98 An example is the name of Goshtasp, an Iranian king in the
Šāh-nāma. The combination of a horse’s pattern and color could also indicate
correspondence with one of the Šāh-nāma fables. For instance, Figure B in Table 1 shows
a horse without a saddle, possibly a wild horse. This may correspond with an interesting
folk tale about Yazdgerd I, the sinner, who is kicked when attempting to mount a wild
white horse near Chishmih-i Sabz, in the vicinity of Nīshāpūr.99 These images of lone
horses are open to various modes of cultural interpretation; but with respect to the lonehorse ceramics themselves, research is still needed to substantiate their authenticity.
Many unprovenanced Nīshāpūr ceramics from museums around the world feature
images and representations that are not reflected in the archaeologically excavated
Nīshāpūr material. For instance, there are peculiar images of bovines or humped cattle
and chimeras in various museum and private collections that have yet to be found in the
ceramics excavated from Nīshāpūr held by the MET and the National Museum. For
example, the bovines in Figures 25, 26, and 27 are represented more naturalistically and
fill the entire bowl, whereas the pieces in the Harvard Museum, the Khalili Collection,
and the National Museum of Tehran depict an anthropomorphized bovine (Figures 28–
30). One bovine (Figure 28) wears the same prototypical cloak or veil that the human
figures wear.100 In another example (held in Tehran's National Museum), the dressed cow
appears to be seated, as the lower part of its body is stretched along the edge of the bowl
98
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(Figure 29). Its clothes and cloak appear similar to those of the human figures. The
composition and attire displayed by both these pieces resemble the imagery on Nīshāpūr
buff ware ceramics with human figures. Both have had some restoration work performed
on them. A third example (held in the Khalili Collection) depicts a human head wearing
head gear—similar to that of Figure 1 in the Metropolitan Museum of Art collection—
atop the body of a bull, which is green with yellow dots (Figure 30). Pancaroğlu argues
that this type of imagery on these Nīshāpūr ceramics is intended to represent a human
wearing an animal mask; such festival costumes were part of a longstanding performance
tradition.101 References to bovines can be found in the traditional story of Ferydûn. In
fear for his life at the hands of Zahhak, Ferydûn’s mother Farānak takes him to a meadow
where a magical cow, Barmāya, gives him milk.102 Barmāya becomes Ferydûn’s teacher
and mentor.103 This story aligns with the Zoroastrian myth of the beneficent primordial
cow, a theme that has persisted throughout history. Another interpretation of this image
might construe it as capturing a different account of Barmāya’s story, in which the bovine
is born alongside Ferydûn and is his twin brother.104 In addition to bestowing human
qualities on the bull, its attire resembles that of the other figures in these ceramics,
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emphasizing its heroic status105 and denoting the bull as a “symbol of the moral fight...
against evil.”106
Finally, other animals such as camels and fish are seen in only a handful of the
unprovenanced bowls. The body of the camel in Figures 31 and 32 is positioned in the
center, occupying the entire bowl, surrounded by floral decorations and accompanied by
a depiction of a bird. Images of fish are used mostly as background filler, as can be seen
on an excavated Nīshāpūr buff sherd located at the National Museum in Tehran (Figure
33). Other unprovenanced bowls also use piscine designs as filler. According to
Samavaki, these fish could represent Zoroastrian mythologies and rituals or constitute
some other kind of religious image.107

3.3.2 HUMAN IMAGERY ON NĪSHĀPŪR BUFF WARE
Human imagery is one of the most prized and distinctive features of Nīshāpūr
buff ware. Although many different types of composition and imagery appear among
different Nīshāpūr ceramic collections, only a few pieces provide clues to what plausibly
pertains to the repertoire of Nīshāpūr buff ware iconographic imagery. The human figures
on Nīshāpūr buff ware from the provenanced assemblage appear seated, standing, or
riding a horse. While the composition of excavated material consists of single humans
aligned with the axes, the unprovenanced ceramics in various collections portray figures
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in groups or in couples, laid out along the axes or in a “kaleidoscopic” design.108 The
only instance of a provenanced “kaleidoscopic” human composition can be seen on a
ceramic fragment housed in the National Museum in Tehran (Figure 34). This sherd
shows a human wearing a skirt with a bifurcated cape, standing on the slightly flared rim
of the vessel. Figures 35–37 depict close parallels to this sherd reassembled in full form
residing in different collections. All three bowls display similar rendering of the figures,
which encircle each bowl in different poses.
Wilkinson’s catalogue features two examples of Nīshāpūr buff ware on which
humans are depicted sitting cross-legged, each holding a different object; their heads are
in profile. In Figure 38, a human is portrayed holding an object that resembles a flower in
both hands, while the human shown in Figure 39 holds a rhyton in only one hand. Seated
humans such as these appear on unprovenanced ceramics held in many museums and
private collections, often holding other objects such as a piece of fruit or a wheat stalk,
while some humans hold nothing at all (Figures 40–42). Almost all humans are depicted
wearing ornamented boots and shown seated in the same cross-legged manner. Another
variation on the image of a seated human can be seen on other Nīshāpūr sherds held in
several museum collections. In these cases, the human sits on a stool; the face is in
profile, while the upper body faces forward and the lower body is positioned in partial
profile (Figures 43–45). On each bowl, the human holds an object that could be
interpreted as having a specific symbolic or cultural meaning. In these images of humans,
the issue of gender is an outstanding question. In his analysis of the material, Wilkinson
concludes first that the distinction between female and male is ambiguous from the
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perspective of modern viewers and second that “this limitation to one sex is merely due
to the accident of survival.”109 In the ninth to eleventh century C.E., women and men
wore similar clothing; thus, clothing, such as pants or a skirt, cannot serve as an identifier
of a depicted human’s gender.110 Another ambiguity appears in Figure 46. This plate,
excavated from the site, shows a figure with curved and ringed horns, thick eyebrows,
long fingers, and a snout, while the hands of the standing man in Figure 2 are rendered in
yellow. The choice of color is clearly intentional, as the background is white, and other

Figure A Detail of Figure with horns in the National Museum, Tehran.

figures on other bowls do not display such atypical coloring. Additionally, Sabz Pushan
wall paintings from Nīshāpūr include figures with colored faces (Figures 47 and 48).
Wilkinson refers to them as “jinn” or “unpleasant creatures.”111
Standing humans also typically hold something in their hands. Only two bowls
held by the Metropolitan Museum of Art show a standing human, and they differ from
each other in the representation of the figures. The body and the clothes shown in Figure
49 are looser and more curvilinear, depicting a human facing forward with the head and
feet turned slightly to the left. One hand holds a rhyton while the other rests on a hip. The
109
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other bowl (Figure 1) shows a standing human painted in a more angular manner; the
human figures seem to be placed in a gridded composition. The human’s front-facing
body stretches across the entire bowl. He wears V-shaped headgear and holds a sword in
one hand and a decorated shield in the other.
In other unprovenanced examples of this standing-figure type, the humans have
different poses and different objects in their hands or no object at all (Figures 50–53).
Examples of what is called “warrior pose” are prevalent in museum collections; the
human stands in profile in an active pose while wearing armor and holding a shield and a
weapon (Figures 54 and 55). There are also instances of standing humans portrayed as a
couple positioned side by side or in groups of three with two people flanking a larger
person in the center. Group figures are rare; the few known examples are located in the
Reza Abbasi Museum. One of the bowls in that collection shows nine round-faced men
tightly arranged in a boat, while another bowl shows five people holding different
instruments, arranged in kaleidoscopic format (Figures 56 and 57). Additionally, the
Metropolitan Museum of Art contains a bowl with four seated figures arranged in a
circular composition, each holding a wheat stalk (Figure 58).
Among the repertoire of Nīshāpūr buff ware, the images of horsemen most fully
display a relationship with past traditions and cultural continuity. Horsemanship is a
vestigial motif from the Parthian and Sassanian periods. As discussed earlier in this
chapter, these illustrations constitute a visual expression of a cultural ethos by virtue of
their association with notions of Javānmardi.112 The ethical system of Javānmardi,
usually translated as “chivalry,” denotes multiple principles, such as bravery, fairness,
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and altruism.113 Kingly qualities are attached to heroes or pahlavan, who became a
prototype of proper behavior, as the “pahlavan is not a mere champion, qahraman, but
also a moral exemplar, who is just, fair, self-abnegating, and kind to the weak.”114 Bowls
with imagery of horsemen can be seen in abundance in an array of museums and private
collections containing Nīshāpūr buff ware. However, among the excavated assemblage,
only one almost-complete bowl and a sherd display such imagery (Figures 59 and 60).
Likewise, the wall paintings of Nīshāpūr discovered in Sabz Pushan depict a rider with
features similar to those of horsemen on the vessels (Figure 61). Other imagery of
Nīshāpūr horsemen exhibits a wide variety of features. Not only do the horses display a
panoply of colors and patterns but the riders themselves are illustrated with unique
features in terms of clothing, physiognomy, and headgear. The horsemen wear two types
of clothing: body armor (Figure 62) or a V-necked coat (Figure 63). Each holds a
particular item in his hand, and no two riders are depicted alike. The item held is not
necessarily a weapon: it could be a bird, flower, or rhyton. Some bowls with the image of
horsemen show animals sitting on the back of the horse depicted. These images bring to
mind those of Sasanian silverware, on which the king is displayed riding a horse while
hunting. The presence of these culturally-resonant images on the ceramics raises the
question of the functionality and purpose of Nīshāpūr buff ware. Samavaki argues that
these types of ceramics were not for daily use, as the coloring is delicate and could not
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have withstood daily use.115 Since the majority of the vessels in Nīshāpūr are unglazed, it
is not implausible to assume that these wares—in particular the bowls, dishes and
plates—were valued primarily as commodities to be used either for special occasions or
as gifts.116

3.4 FRAMING THE PROBLEM: DESIGN ANOMALIES IN NĪSHĀPŪR BUFF WARE
Some Nīshāpūr buff ware bowls in museum collections and published in
exhibition catalogues exhibit characteristics that differ from those of excavated Nīshāpūr
buff ware in terms of style and composition. The lines in the designs of the excavated
material display a variety of densities and thicknesses and the lines are suggestive of
brush application. For instance, two pieces among the material excavated from the
Nīshāpūr site depict an antelope with long horns swooping backward (Figures 64 and 65).
One of these bowls (Figure 64) renders the antelope’s legs in a stubby form, whereas the
other bowl renders the legs in the manner of a stick figure (Figure 65). In contrast,
another unprovenanced example in the Los Angeles County Museum of Art (Figure 66)
exhibits a linear rendering that is sketch-like, whimsical, and somewhat distorted. Similar
differences can also be identified among three bowls that each show an image of a
horseman. The style of representation exemplified by Figures 49, 67, and 68 is also
divergent. The horses in Figures 67 and 68 are rendered more askew than the
comparatively naturalistic and well-proportioned representation of a horse that can be
seen in Tehran’s National Museum (Figure 49). Though all three riders are rendered with
simple lines and shapes, the rider shown in Figure 60 is more realistic insofar as there is a
115
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coherent connection between the upper body that sits on the horse and the lower body.
Conversely, the other two figures are disjoined: the upper body of the rider in Figure 67
does not properly maintain its human form, while the rider in Figure 68 is either wearing
a skirt—which is unseen in any other ceramic of this type—or anatomically disfigured.
Most examples of Nīshāpūr buff ware display similar facial features and styles of
representation: flat, square-shaped heads with almond-shaped eyes and slender eyebrows.
Yet extreme distortion and abstraction is never seen in unprovenanced ceramics. For
instance, a bowl held by the Great Khorasan Museum in Mashad depicts a bird in the
cavetto, but the bird’s head is abstracted in such a way that it resembles a vegetal or floral
motif (Figure 69). Another example is a bowl currently housed in the Dallas Museum of
Art, on loan from the Keir Collection, that portrays two standing human figures (Figure
70). The head of the figure on the left is abnormally warped to conform to the shape of
the bowl. Similarly, two ceramics from different collection and two bowls from the
Foroughi’s collection—which were put on display as part of a travelling exhibition, 7000
Years of Iranian Art—depict two standing human figures with deformed characteristics
(Figures 71-74).117 The background compositions of the two bowls from Foroughi’s
collection differ from those of the provenanced material: the ceramic shown in Figure 71
is dotted with flowers, while the one shown in Figure 72 is adorned with flowering vines
and a bird. In both representations, the body of the human figure is depicted in a distorted
manner, as the lines rendering it are exaggeratedly curvilinear. Additionally, the
grotesque shapes of their faces do not bear any resemblance to the representations evident
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among the excavated material. Figure 71 shows the head in profile with an almondshaped eye, but the rest of the facial features are not defined.118 The other bowl, Figure
72, shows a standing figure with a diamond-shaped head with a thin nose and eyebrow.
In contrast, the MET bowl’s figure appears more realistic than those of the other two
from Foroughi’s collection, which are more deformed (Figures 49, 71, and 72). Another
similar example of facial and physical distortion is seen in Figures 73 and 74. Another set
of bowls display the same features with a different composition; The figures are

Figure B Detail Image of Figure 60

Figure C Detail image of Figure 67

sectioned off in folios (Figure 75 and 76).
Another bowl shows a rider with a bow and arrow. His face is extremely
distorted, with only an eye recognizable (Figure 67). These pronounced variations among
styles of facial representation may be attributable to their production by different
workshops within Nīshāpūr or another site. It could also indicate a variable production
quality within workshops. The harsher question would be whether these differences could
possibly constitute indications of forgery. Samavaki provides a holistic account of
canonical iconography and composition and argues that it could be used as a tool for
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detecting fraudulent material.119 However, a problem with this approach is that the
iconography and composition of a given piece might be similar to those of excavated
objects, yet the application and quality of the glaze could still differ.
Another difference between the ceramic assemblages of provenanced and
unprovenanced material is the application of color. Anne-Marie Keblow Bernsted’s book
on early Islamic pottery provides the most comprehensive study of glaze composition and
colors.120 Despite the fact that the ceramics uses in Bernsted’s analysis are TL tested, the
provenance of these shards are still unknown therefore one needs to take the information
with a grain of salt; the only information known on their provenance is that these shards
were bought in Tehran in the 1960-1980’s. Therefore, I believe that the process of
production of Nīshāpūr buff ware needs to be further researched, in particularly a study
that includes the provenance material as well. Usually, the background is not slippainted—unlike the black-on-white wares also recovered at Nīshāpūr, which are whiteslipped. However, in some cases that can be found among both the provenanced and the
unprovenanced material, there are occasionally traces of a beige or whitish slip.121 Before
the application of the glaze, the figures depicted and other areas of the ceramic are slippainted in dark brown and then filled in with colored glazes. Sometimes a green or
yellow glaze is used to fill the surfaces on top the slipped drawing and covered in a
colorless glaze. Detailed photos of Figures 77 and 78 reveal the contrast in the
application of the glaze.122 Figure 78 exhibits pencil-fine drawing with a glaze of an
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almost watercolor quality, while the images of Figure 77 are more thickly outlined, and
the glaze is much denser. The backgrounds of Nīshāpūr buff ware are typically covered
in a yellow glaze, but green and dark-brown glazes also appear to cover the background.
According to Samavaki, different combinations of chemicals provide different shades of
color, ranging from pale to very vibrant.123 Of course, these inconsistencies in the quality
of the glazes are not unfathomable. However, some wares (such as Figure 78) exhibit a
clearly different style of brushwork and glazing consistency. Upon closer examination,
one can see that the glaze has a more porcelain quality which indicates a higher firing
temperature which would not have been possible at the time. Another issue is the almost
complete absence of red glaze among the excavated material, which is perplexing given
that red glazes are virtually ubiquitous among the material held in museums and private
collections. The discrepancies between the collections of the MET and the National
Museum in Tehran with other museum and private collections in the quality of the glazes
and in the iconographic and compositional matter of the ceramics raise questions of

Figure D Detail of Figure 77 and 78 Illustrating Difference in the Quality of the Glaze

authenticity and provenance, which will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 4: Grappling with Authenticity

4.1 MUSEUMS AND THEIR COLLECTIONS OF BUFF WARE
Examples of Nīshāpūr buff ware are currently scattered across the world in many
private and museum collections. After months of exploration and communication with
multiple museums and institutions, I was able to locate approximately 300 objects in
various collections around the world. In addition, more than 100 Nīshāpūr buff ware
sherds or vessels have been published and are held in different private collections,
although others may surface that have not yet been published. This chapter focuses on the
~300 Nīshāpūr buff ware sherds and vessels held in museums, specifically those that
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have been physically displayed in U.S. museum collections, and considers their available
acquisition dates and any restoration method used to assess their authenticity. The postexcavation biography of Nīshāpūr buff ware is a largely untold story, but it could help
shed light on how Nīshāpūr buff ware has come to be circulated among so many
museums and private collectors and how this has affected art market collecting trends
over the years. When a unique ceramic type, such as Nīshāpūr buff ware, is sought by
collectors, it becomes at risk of being copied or altered for commercial purposes.
However, alterations, even for the purposes of beautifying a vessel, can compromise
authenticity.

4.2 FAKES, FORGERIES, AND CERAMICS RESTORATION
Looking at the corpus of Nīshāpūr buff ware collections, it is immediately
apparent that the authenticity and integrity of Nīshāpūr buff ware have been
compromised. The physical appearance of some vessels raises doubts about their
authenticity, while undoubtedly many restoration techniques have been used to show
these vessels as complete. As discussed in Chapter 3, to determine which vessels may
have been altered, understanding the original production techniques of these buff ware
ceramics is crucial. Different production qualities are observable among Nīshāpūr
provenance and unprovenanced buff ware. Yet another cause of these dissimilarities
could be correlated with the circumstances surrounding where the object was found in the
excavation, which could affect the quality of its preservation. Even among the
provenanced Nīshāpūr buff ware, differences in the quality of the glaze make it difficult
to differentiate between a glaze that has worn off, which usually would leave revealing
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traces of a diaphanous surface, or a ceramic that has never been glazed and is thus an
incomplete piece. Thus, when analyzing these ceramics, issues of whether or not a vessel
has completed the production process remain.
One method that is commonly used to enhance the overall appearance of a vessel
is to mask the missing sections with over-painting or retouching. Over-painting is
typically done using one of two techniques. The first technique is to use minor overpainting to continue a motif to make the vessel design cohesive. Figure 79 shows the base
of an open vessel that has had minor paint work done to continue the bird design. The
minor over-painting on this excavated vessel was actually removed as part of its
restoration. Similarly, the pattern on the clothing in Figure 80 has also been continued.
Many Nīshāpūr buff ware vessels have epigraphic motifs, which are sometimes legible,
but in other cases, they are illegible and called pseudo-epigraphic. These motifs are often
subjected to over-painting (Figure 81) Therefore, if the original bowl had a legible script,
with the current referential touches, that script is now illegible. Minor over-painting has
also been used on the exterior of some vessels as a means of harmonizing the exterior
motifs or providing a patina of age.
The second technique of over-painting is excessive over-painting, in which half
the ceramic is painted. One example of this is seen in the case of a bowl confiscated from
illicit excavations (Figure 82), whereby only half the ceramic survived; however, on the
right side of the bowl, a new material has been molded with a dental gypsum, sometimes
with the use of wax, to replace the missing piece. On this molded piece, there is a pencil
drawing indicating that future alteration and additions were to be made by means of
excessive over-painting. Sometimes vessels such as this one would even be fired to mask
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the new additions; this issue needs to be further investigated. Had this vessel been
completed, the right side would have looked like the original bowl.
Another method of restoration is called pastiching, which involves fitting
fragments of different “authentic” pieces together to create a whole ceramic vessel.
Figure 83 is a piece in the Great Khorasan Museum confiscated from illicit digging and
shows a Nīshāpūr buff ware bowl decorated with a seated figure. This bowl is composed

Figure E Detail of Figure 83

of different sherds; but while the vessel appears disjointed, the seated figure is
distinguishably rendered. If the sherds of this bowl were taken apart, it would be clear
that only 40 percent of the bowl is original and even quite possibly that the major portion
of the sherds does not belong to this bowl at all. Another example of a bowl from the
University of Iowa Museum of Art has been subjected to both pastiching and subsequent
over-painting to masterfully mask the mismatches (Figure 84). Sometimes, extreme
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pastiching can visually alter a vessel. Figure 85 is another piece from the University of
Iowa Museum of Art that displays a number of oddities from its restoration. Upon close
observation, part of the rim appears to be painted as well as being composed of multiple
sherds. The dent in the rim of the bowl indicates that the pieces do not belong together.
Furthermore, there are faint traces of the old sherd’s design in the background.
The case of a bowl in the MET truly bespeaks of the extend of beautification in
Nīshāpūr buff ware. At first glance, Figure 59 is like any other Nīshāpūr buff ware with
an enigmatic figures portrayed seated around the interior. Recent Restoration revealed
that half of the bowl consisted of different 30 shards that did not belong together and they
were pastiched and masked with excessive over paint. (Figure 86). Restoration issues are
also true for some excavated materials at the MET and the National Museum.
Fortunately, the MET undertook an extensive restoration project in 2008 to remove old
restoration work done in the 1930s and 1940s in the field and subsequent restorations
carried out in the museum during reinstallation of the new galleries in 1975.
Significantly, they decided “not to replicate or fabricate design elements” for the 2008
restorations.124
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Figure F before and after restoration

Among the many types of buff ware ceramics in the world collections, many
vessels are not stylistically—or technologically—consistent with examples of
provenanced material from the Nīshāpūr site. Some ceramics are in pristine condition,
albeit with a minimal number of cracks and post-depositions that one would expect from
a ceramic that has been buried for an extended period. These aspects make these pieces
suspect. For instance, many ceramics labeled Nīshāpūr in the Reza Abbasi Museum are
in pristine condition. One bowl displays an enigmatic scene depicting nine individuals in
a boat (Figure 57). Currently on display in the museum, this bowl shows no signs of
cracks on either the interior or exterior. However, no other provenanced or
unprovenanced material has been found with such imagery, as discussed in the previous
chapter. The range of restoration techniques carried out on Nīshāpūr buff ware ceramics
also blurs the line between what is considered authentic and inauthentic. Many ceramics
that are composed of different sherds incorporate old pieces from different bowls. Should
they be considered inauthentic as such? Clearer effective terminology needs to be
established because of the multiple degrees of authenticity exhibited in these ceramics.
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In art historical literature, the terms “fakes” and “forgeries” are often used
interchangeably; however, this paper distinguishes forgeries as new objects meant to
deceive collectors and fakes as old objects that have been touched up and improved
aesthetically.125 Forgeries are of two types: (1) referential forgeries, which copy an
existing piece, and (2) inventive forgeries, which are new items attributed to some period
or artist.126 With regard to antique objects, referential forgeries are an abstract concept
because the pieces they represent can never be proven to have existed. A forger can take
advantage of this situation and put on display something that might fall within the
iconographic spectrum of the wares of that period or artist. For instance, Mahboubian's
bowl depicting men in a boat is a prime example of a possible inventive forgery, and
further scientific testing on the body and glaze needs to be done on the ceramic to
investigate further. As an example of what can be found by investigation, a bowl in the
Freer Sackler Galleries depicts a bovine in the cavetto and camels around the rim. The
style of representation is very similar to that of excavated material found, yet
thermoluminescent testing in 1973 established this bowl to be less than 165 years old,
and thus it is clearly a modern forgery (Figure 87).
A curious case of two bowls with unique imagery but that are almost identical in
design and composition is another case that raises the question of modern forgeries. One
bowl is held by the Louvre Museum, while the other is held by the Reza Abbasi Museum
in Tehran (Figures 88 and 89). Both bowls depict an animal figure with dotted skin and
its tail curled up, probably a feline. Flanked by two branches, the animal stands on a large
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fish that follows the curvature of the bowl. There are subtle differences between them;
however, the major distinction is a yellow circle on the body of the bowl in the Reza
Abbasi Museum. What makes these two bowls exceptional is the fact that, among the
approximately 300 Nīshāpūr buff ware ceramics in different world museum and private
collections that I researched, no two bowls are exactly alike. There are similar
compositions and styles but no duplicates. Further scientific analyses would surely
provide interesting information about their provenance and authenticity.

4.3 ART MARKET TRENDS AND COLLECTION PATTERNS
What makes Nīshāpūr buff ware ceramics a likely source for the production of
fakes and forgeries is the commodification of these objects through the art market,
collectors, and dealers. Antique dealers respond to capricious trends in the art market,
which boosts and intensifies the collection of fashionable objects; ultimately, one of the
consequences of this is a rise in the number of fakes and forgeries that seek to exploit the
market. According to art historians, the initial interest in Islamic art in the Western
context started in the mid-19th century.127 Coins and manuscripts were the first to be
collected because of their immediate historical value. These are particularly helpful for
establishing site chronologies.128 Museums, galleries, and exhibition catalogues were
instrumental in increasing the interest in collecting Islamic art. Western attitudes toward
collecting the exotic or items reflecting “other” cultures gave rise to international
exhibitions. These events provided a baseline for knowledge and increased awareness
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about the artifacts of different cultures. These international exhibitions and expositions
sparked curiosity, inquiries, and interest in Islamic civilization and culture, while at the
same time, they “promoted a new awareness of the commercial and aesthetic qualities of
non-European artifacts.”129 Along with these exhibitions came photographs and
publications that reached a larger and wider audience.130 The first published catalogue
featuring an Islamic collection was that of the Duc de Blacas in 1828, although this did
not include ceramics.131 The French-initiated exploration of Islamic ceramics in the 1840s
was followed by that of the British in the 1850s.132 Vanke concludes that the discovery of
Islamic ceramics was almost “accidental.”133 These first instances of Islamic ceramics as
objects of aesthetic interest were mere curiosities, as limited examples were available for
any stylistic comparison. The rise of interest in collecting these wares was a response to
an interest in understanding the origins of ceramic production in Italy, which led to the
collection of Persian and Hispano-Moresque pottery.134 The paucity of material and
insufficient knowledge about the various types of Islamic ceramics gave rise to the use of
generic terms such as “oriental,” “Mohammedan,” and “Persian” ceramics.135
The broad designation of “Persian” exemplified an assumption of the racial and
cultural supremacy of Persian art, matching the attitude of the political times in 1930s’
Europe. The term blends many centuries and periods reflecting different artistic
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development that in reality are vastly different from one another. European cultural
attitudes during the mid-20th century viewed Persia as a source of artistic production
whose art had shaped the Islamic world.136 Soon, this acute desire to collect and study
Persian art drove an increase in the number of excavations and amount of plunder in Iran,
as well as the pursuit of exclusive rights to excavate and possess invaluable objects.137 In
the early 20th century, many museum exhibitions in Europe and America focused on
Persian art and culture, and together with the surge in excavations and exploration, this
period represented an acme of Persian art collecting.138 After the Iran Revolution of 1979
and the Iran–Iraq War of 1980–1988, the position of Persian art slowly shifted and lost
some of its allure to collectors;139 in particular, the inaccessibility of the material for
Western scholars and unstable political circumstances in the region engendered a decline
in the market for Persian art.140
Art market trends also affected patterns in collecting Islamic ceramics. The
acquisition of Islamic ceramic was selective and depended on taste. The first substantial
private collection of Islamic ceramics in the 1860s belonged to Frederick DuCane
Godman and focused solely on lusterware and Iznik ware.141 The exclusivity in
Godman’s assemblage reflected the ongoing trend and patterns of lusterware collection
that started in the 1880s.142 Even though Godman had in his possession a few minai
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sherds, he did not showcase them.143 By the early 1900s, mina’i wares were becoming
more well known, and a gradual increase in interest and the exhibition of these ceramics
led to a new collecting trend. No other types were highlighted during this period because
“fashion in collecting had clearly operated as a powerful filter on what emerged from the
Middle East to be collected.”144 The increase of interest in mina’i ware caused a surge in
demand that brought about many restorations and pastiching, where fragments were fitted
together to make a mismatched whole.145
A similar historiographical narrative could be recounted for Nīshāpūr buff ware.
From the 1920s onward, there was increasing interest in Eastern Iranian ware,146 such as
Nīshāpūr splash wares and the black-on-white wares. However, Nīshāpūr buff ware
became known only after Wilkinson’s excavations in 1938. Prior to the MET’s
excavations, many Western travelers and diplomats passed through the regions of
Khorasan, Nīshāpūr, and other regions in Iran and along the way acquired many objects
from either commercial excavations or auction houses; an example is diplomat Henry
Rene d’Allemagne’s acquisitions during his visit in 1907.147 Therefore, it is possible that,
prior to the MET’s excavation, some objects had already reached the art market, having
been acquired from these Western travelers.148 The first published image of a Nīshāpūr
buff ware with a figural image appeared on the cover of a 1938 MET publication and
featured an image of a standing figure holding a rhyton in a piece recovered from
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Nīshāpūr in 1937.149 In 1942, two different Nīshāpūr buff ware bowls were published.150
Until the 1973 catalogue, the entire repertoire of Nīshāpūr buff ware remained
unpublished; however, many spurred in the art market which was also included in
Wilkinson’s 1963 publication Iranian Ceramics.151 When these Nīshāpūr buff wares first
appeared on the art market, they were prominent, as “the contrast [with other Islamic
ceramics] was too great for many collectors.”152 The earliest accessioned Nīshāpūr buff
ware ceramics within the records of museums was in 1949 and related to a piece
bequeathed to the Louvre Museum by Jacque Matossian only a few years after the MET
excavations and an exhibition at the Met. The auction houses recorded more sales of
Nīshāpūr objects from 1950–70 (Table 2). This surge was not coincidental.
The 1930s Iranian antiquities law paved the way for more exposure and access to
the arts of Iran. This law “was not really enforced, neither to prevent clandestine digging
nor to control the antiquity trade, which encouraged the illegal digging and the
consequent illicit transfer of antiquities and items of cultural property out of the
country.”153 The law differentiated and defined scientific and commercial excavation.154
The MET obtained a scientific license “to conduct scientific research” and was allowed
to operate on public land with a permit from the government.155 Commercial excavations,
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in contrast, were legalized and licensed to individuals who had the means to finance the
excavation on the condition that some of the objects found would be given back to the
government. These licenses could be easily obtained. The results of the commercial
excavation could have been sold on the art market.156 Private lands were excluded from
this law. These lax policies created a window for individuals to excavate in the interim as
well as after the MET excavation was completed. Houshang, Mehdi Mahboubian, and
Ernest Erickson are some examples of individuals who professed to have excavated in
Nīshāpūr, but the exact dates of their endeavors are unknown.157 What is certain is that
the Tepe Sabz Pushan and Tepe Madraseh sites were completely flattened by the
extensive excavations of the Metropolitan Museum of Art excavations.158 Commercial
excavations were highly sought after. Workers who had participated in the MET’s
excavations were by then highly trained and looking for economic gain. Kambakhsh Fard
states that, prior to the excavations, these lands were used for the cultivation of opium.
With the Shah’s 1955 ban on domestic opium production,159 followed by the scarcity of
water and the absence of the MET excavation stipend, farmers were left to fend for
themselves.160 Therefore, some farmers dealt with Jewish and Armenian dealers by
digging for or salvaging ceramic fragments and then selling them to antique dealers.161
Many antique dealers at the time were close family members who had business relations
with one another. A substantial amount of these Nīshāpūr buff wares were given
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provenance by either Hassan Khan Monif or Mahboubian. Whereas little can be said
about Hassan Khan Monif, just that he died in 1986 and that he was not dealing prior to
his death,162 as mentioned previously, the Mahboubians, as self-proclaimed excavators,
had close relations with many individuals, such as the Rabenou family. Ayyoub and
Khalil Rabenou were wealthy Jewish Iranian antiquities dealers who owned land, and
according to the property law of the time, “if you owned the water supply for a village,
all of the land that relies on the water was also yours. And not only did you own the soil,
but you also had a claim on all antiquities found therein.”163 Mehdi Mahboubian stated
that his father Benyamin died in 1969. In the 1930s, his father had conducted over a
hundred excavations in Iran.164 Many of these pieces were purchased in the 1970s by the
royal family for the New Reza Abbasi Museum.165
Many antique dealers had connections with influential figures, such as Shahram
Pahalavi, the Shah’s nephew,166 whose collection of Nīshāpūr buff wares can be found in
the Reza Abbasi Museum. In addition, a Tokyo exhibition catalogue revealed a
connection between him and Mehdi Mahboubian as the introduction was written by
Mahboubian.167 Another famous collector is Mohsen Foroughi, son of Mohammad Ali
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Foroughi, who notably displayed his collection at his house in Tehran before the
revolution. Some of these items were published in 7000 Years of Iranian Art, specifically
two buff ware pieces, but I have yet to see them in any collection, and some of these buff
ware pieces were later donated to the Louvre while others were transferred to after the
Iranian revolution.168
As for collecting Nīshāpūr buff ware, Oliver Watson also states that political
circumstances affected the market for Persian art.169 Fluctuations in collecting Nīshāpūr
buff ware can be seen in the elementary chart in Table 2. This chart accounts for the
number of objects flooding the market in a particular year, which can be demonstrated by
looking at when acquisitions commenced and when they were at their peak. This chart
has some shortcomings; for example, the acquisition dates of Nīshāpūr buff ware charted
do not exactly match the found dates for all the pieces. Yet one can clearly see a decline
after the Met excavation and a gradual rise from the late 1950s, right after the excavation,
to the 1970s. Potentially, publication impinged this acquisition surge; after all, “fame,
rarity and uniqueness [boost]… monetary worth and investment value [of an object].”170
In 1947, Exposition d’Art Musulman exhibited two bowls, one depicting a standing man
and the other a “kaleidoscopic” bird composition, from the collection of Jaques
Matossian.171 The Met published an image of another bowl, depicting a rider on a horse,
in 1950. Not until Wilkinson’s publication in 1973 did all the ceramic types become
known, but by then, many had already flooded the market. Even so, with the 1973
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publication, there was another surge in demand. This surge in desire to collect these
objects likely created an incentive for forgery workshops and factories to produce
complete ceramic bowls. However, fully intact ceramic bowls were actually a rarity, first
because of their fragility and second because they were not buried for safekeeping, as
they were not considered precious goods. Richard Frye, a renowned art historian, had ties
to the art market and visited various factories in Tehran in 1953. Local people, illicit
diggers, or “runners,” individuals hired to obtain ceramic sherds for dealers, provided the
sherds.172 The dealers purchased the ceramic sherds and in most cases revamped the
ceramics in factory-like settings using plaster fills and over-painting. Oliver Watson also
witnessed these workshops at work in the 1970s.173 Karl Katz, archeologist and museum
curator for the Benzalel Museum, writes in his travel log about witnessing mounds of
sherds in the backyard of these dealers mentioned above. He also states that these piles of
pottery shards would be worth a great deal in the market, but people were looking for
complete pieces.174

4.4 THE AESTHETIC OF WHOLENESS
The 19th century saw a period of increasing art historical rhetoric about the ethics
of restoration. A new anti-restoration approach provided an alternative to restorations that
aimed to alter a work of art to show it in a complete state. Anti-restorationists praised the
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cracks and fragments of ancient works of art, preserving them as they were while
extolling their age and lost characteristics.175 The so-called Elgin marbles from the
Parthenon were among the first examples of this appreciation of fragments.176 The
aesthetic appeal of a fragmented piece and its deliberate conservation in its fragmented
state became a widely acceptable approach. Yet for many years, ceramics from various
cultures have been subjected to alteration and “beautification” to increase their
commercial value. For instance, Nok terracotta sculptures (500 BCE–200 CE) from
Nigeria were ground, and the authentic fired clay was then mixed with resin to create new
mélange pieces from scratch in modern times (Figure 90).177 Similarly, many Islamic
wares, such as mina’i and lusterware, were actual fragments that had been skillfully
pieced together to form new bowls. The aesthetic of loss that prevailed and was praised in
the marble statues was not in place for these pieces; rather, there was a preferred aesthetic
of wholeness. The appreciation of old ceramics was part of a newfound interest in 19thcentury decorative arts in Europe and America.178 The prevailing belief was that vessels
needed to be in their complete form to be appreciated. In the beginning of this chapter, I
demonstrated how much influence these preferences have on the art market. Since the
19th century, more precedence and value have been given to fully constructed ceramic
vessels than to fragmented pieces. The full pieces were seen as worthy of study and
analysis.179 In an article about Islamic ceramic collector and connoisseur C. D. F.
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Fortnum, Vanke remarks that, while Fortnum’s collection had many ceramic sherds, they
were not worthy of study or display.180 Watson concludes that “most Islamic pottery
dating before the 16th century is almost exclusively archeological”; therefore, they have
been dug up.181
The value attached to a utilitarian object, like a functional ceramic vessel, is twofold. The first is the value of the ceramic as an artifact. Pieces from a particular
archeological and art historical context are bound to a temporal and cultural context,
suggesting continuity with the past. Their known provenance enables them to be studied
and analyzed even if they are fragmented, as they have a “testimonial value.”182 With
developments in new technology and scientific analysis, the value of fragments has
increased, as they contain information that can be extrapolated through scientific testing.
Antiques on the commercial market, in contrast, are usually not associated with a
particular context. An antique’s detachment from a well-grounded archeological and art
historical context thus must be compensated for by its appearance as an intact rarity and
as a beautiful object in itself. It no longer has the same aura as an artifact. Walter
Benjamin refers to aura as “the power and authority that a unique or ‘original’ work of art
possessed by virtue of its authenticity.”183 Ultimately, to establish more legitimacy,
provenance has often been forged as well. The aesthetic of wholeness was applied to
these decontextualized fragments to increase their profitability. In the case of Nīshāpūr
buff ware, instances of fragments being sold on the art market are very rare. As an
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artifact, a fragment can find room only in a museum or university, where it can be
studied. This commercial attitude about the market value of wholeness in ceramics stands
in complete juxtaposition to attitudes about other artifacts, such as architectural elements.
Fakes and forgeries not only skew scholarly knowledge and research but also
leave us with ignorance.184 Any construction of historical, art historical, social, or
political analysis based on these objects is challenging, as these pieces have lost their
relevance to the past and to a particular culture. Museums are in a unique position to be
able to improve our understanding of these objects and to establish conclusions based on
factual or scientific evidence. However, this often depends on a museum’s policies
toward restoration. Some museums acknowledge the restoration work on Nīshāpūr buff
ware and knowingly disregard it.185 They view these restorations as a part of an object’s
history. The aesthetic quality of these ceramics is of more value to museums that
incorporate a more ethnographical approach. Other museums, with a more archeologicalfocused approach to restoration, tend to restore objects to their original state. Scholars
and researchers seek to understand and appreciate a sherd as a fragment of a society’s
past. It could be said that the failure to restore these objects to their original state and
placing them in ethnographical museums does a disservice to scholarship. Perhaps
museums should revive an anti-restorationist approach and break this dominant approach
of an “aesthetic of wholeness” in regard to ceramics.
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Conclusion

With this thesis, I hope to have identified the essential need to investigate the state
of Nīshāpūr buff ware authenticity. Because written material from the ninth and eleventh
centuries C.E. is scare, archaeological objects are stand-ins for history. The value of its
images is significant because of their connection to the cultural, social, and political
histories of the region. Highly decorative buff ware ceramics served a local societal need,
functioning as not only as lavishly decorated utilitarian objects but also possibly
important means of recounting stories and fables and, by inference, reinforcing Persian
pedigrees and social status. Previously only preserved through oral transmission, epics
and fables of the Šāh-nāma gradually became textualized. The moral codes and proper
decorum of adab or andarz were embedded within these stories, and we find a myriad of
related expressions written on the black-on-white type ceramics, whereas the buff ware
provided a visual expression of these fables and moral codes. Furthermore, these vessels
established continuity in the traditions of feasting, drinking, and proper etiquette as well
as perpetuating folk and epic tales through oral narration.
A problem arises when objects are perceived to evoke continuity with the past.
The disruption of this continuity attenuates the object’s relevance to the past and can
cause misinterpretations of data or outright misinformation about history or culture. For
Eric Hobsbawm, objects can be a means to invent traditions, and as witnesses to the past,
they have the power to falsify history.186 The implication of a false history or cultural tie
attached to an object diminishes its value. Objects are demarcated in terms of their
186
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“temporal, special and qualitative boundaries.”187 When they are no longer placed within
these boundaries, the statuses of authentic objects are seen as disturbed. Seen in this light,
fakes and forgeries challenge an object’s status as a significant object while derogating
these inherent, central qualities.
These issues are particularly crucial for Nīshāpūr buff ware because, within early
Islamic ceramic production, these ceramics are a singular example of polychrome ware
with figural images. The colorful ceramics of Nīshāpūr remain a rich topic for
exploration; the distinctive imagery, coloring, and patterns on these ceramics are unseen
elsewhere in the region, particularly Nīshāpūr buff ware’s wide repertoire of figures and
animals. Therefore, any interpretation of these unique features greatly affects how we
understand the Nīshāpūr society, craftsmanship, and economics.
The value of the Nīshāpūr ceramic production extends well beyond the purely
aesthetic; because there are limited written historical texts pertaining to this period, these
vessels stand as witnesses to Nīshāpūr’s history and cultural context. James Watt, an
archeologist dealing with Ancient Chinese art, argues that the earlier the period, the more
vital is the archeological context in providing information, particularly for those societies
from which written sources and records are limited.188 However, with the interception of
fakes and forgeries and without an archeological context, information extracted from the
unprovenanced material generates skepticism. For instance, as many of the Nīshāpūr buff
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ware are unprovenanced and not yet proven fakes and forgeries, as extensively discussed
in this thesis, any interpretations or hypotheses could be flawed.
The archeological and art historical attitudes toward unprovenanced objects such
as Nīshāpūr buff ware follow two points of view. One views these objects as “orphan
objects” that have been ripped from their archeological contexts and therefore have no
information to provide scholars. Some scholars suggest that these objects should be
disregarded in scholarly work because they shape scholarly research, thus encouraging
looting and the production of forgeries. Other scholars recognize the loss of context and
the challenges it brings while arguing that conducting research with similar excavated
material may be useful in not only providing information on the archeological site but
also reconstructing these orphan objects’ archeological contexts.189 However, as Lisa
Anderson notes, “finding an excavated parallel … is … [a] desired outcome, but is not
always possible.”190 As seen in Nīshāpūr buff ware material, unprovenanced objects have
rarer visual qualities in representing figures and animals than excavated ones.
Traditionally, art historians look at the object’s style for authentication, but when a
majority of objects are acquired not from excavation but from the art market, this method
is not sufficient. One must also incorporate scientific methods to establish authenticity.
For these studies to take place, extensive scientific research and analysis must be
conducted on the ceramic fabric and glaze. These studies are expensive and time
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consuming, even sometimes evasive, and they yield very limited results if done
individually; they must take a holistic approach, meaning that they must include a vast
sample of provenance and unprovenanced objects, as well as known forgeries. This
approach is challenging because many museums do not have testing capabilities.
Provenance research can help to provide answers to the muddled histories of
excavation and discovery associated with unprovenanced Nīshāpūr buff ware pieces in
museums and private collections. Brian Daniels suggests that museums apply newly
accepted provenance research methods used with looted Nazi-era objects to antiquities
being accessioned and that this practice be “a regular component of museum acquisition
and curatorial practices.”191 Some scientific testing, such as TL testing, has been done in
a few American museums, such as the San Francisco Asian Art Museum, Harvard
Museum, Freer Sackler Galleries, containing Nīshāpūr buff ware; however, no research
has been done on their provenance. Because of the lack of documentation or paper trails,
scholars should conduct more personal interviews with relatives of people involved in
commercial excavations and scholars who might have witnessed or have information
about them to gain an understanding of the history of post-excavation periods in
Nīshāpūr.192
Further study of Nīshāpūr buff ware can also assist scholars in drawing
conclusions about fakes and forgeries. Oscar W. Muscarella believes that unmasking
forgeries and studying them alongside authentic material is invaluable to understanding
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the extent of forgerers’ skills in crafting these forgeries.193 The disconnect is that some
museums and institutions do not want to subject their collections to such enquires;
however, they can turn this “embarrassment into a positive educational act.”194 The
problem with forgeries is that they challenge the position of museums and scholars as
bearers of authority and truth based on factual or historical evidence. Forgeries and fakes
skew our understanding of specific places or heritages. Any constructions of historical,
art historical, social, or political analyses based on these unprovenanced objects are
impractical because these pieces have lost their relevance to the past and specific
cultures. Evidently, questions of attribution and the state of forgeries and fakes are
imperative, affecting the status of these items in museums and scholarship.
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